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Cognizer 1.2 Remote Edition is a version of
Cognizer that is designed to be used directly
by participants in their everyday working
environment to self record cognitive maps.

Usage
Cognizer 1.2 Team Edition (TE) is used to create a
standard Cognizer project containing participants,
constructs and construct sets. A project
configuration file for Cognizer Remote Editon (RE)
is then created containing project information along
with additional Cognizer RE specific configuration
text and data. The configuration file is deployed to
each computer running Cognizer RE.

Participants run Cognizer RE either on an ad-hoc
or scheduled basis and self record cognitive maps.
Each map is stored as a separate cognitive map
file. These maps are collected and imported into
Cognizer TE, where they can be analyzed.

Welcome
The initial welcome screen text is configurable to
allow the introduction or explanation of the project.

Identification
The type of identification is configurable to be
either:

 Self, where a participant is only going to be
recording cognitive maps about
themselves

 Any, where a participant can record
cognitive maps about themselves or any
other project participant

The identification screen allows the participant to
select map author and map subject (for
identification type Any). An optional uniqueness
check prevents more than one cognitive map being
recorded for the same author and subject.

Select Constructs
The optional select constructs screen allows the
participant to make an initial selection of relevant
constructs. The screen text is configurable and the
construct order can be randomised.
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Select Map Constructs
The select map constructs screen allows the
participant to select the constructs to include in
their cognitive map. The construct order can be
randomised and the number of constructs selected
can be constrained to be between a minimum and
a maximum.

Pairwise Comparision
The pairwise comparison screen allows the
participant to record a cognitive map by presenting
a list of pair wise comparisons between every
combination of two map constructs that have been
selected.

Visualization
The optional visualisation screen presents a
weighted digraph view of the cognitive map. The
participant can rearrange the graph by dragging
and dropping individual map constructs.

Thank You
The thank you screen text is configurable to allow
the conclusion of the project. The participant can
add free text comments.

The cognitive map with associated data is saved
as a cognitive map file on the participant’s 
computer.

Send Email
The optional send email screen provides the
participant with instructions on how to send an
email with the cognitive map attached.

System Requirements
Computer - Intel® or compatible Pentium 166 MHz or higher.
Memory (RAM) - 16 MB minimum, 32 MB or more
recommended.
Hard disk space - 1 MB minimum, 5 MB typical.
Monitor - VGA or higher resolution.
Pointing device - Microsoft Mouse or compatible.
CD-ROM drive required for CD distribution of Cognizer™. 
Operating System - Microsoft Windows 95 or Microsoft
Windows 98 or Microsoft Windows Me or Microsoft Windows
NT Workstation 4.0 or Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional or
Microsoft Windows XP or Microsoft Windows Vista or Microsoft
Windows 7.

Additional Software Required
Cognizer 1.2 Team Edition to: create and edit Cognizer
Configuration Files (CCF) to configure Cognizer RE, and import
Cognizer eXchange Files (CXF) created by Cognizer RE.


